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It is awfully important to know what is and what is not
your business:
Gertrude Stein, 'What is English Literature'

· Everything depends on what, if anything, we find
interesting - on what we are encouraged and educated
to find interesting, and what we find ourselves being
-interested in despite ourselves. And when we are interested, we pay attention: sometimes, at considerable
cost. There is our official curiosity and our unofficial
curiosity: our official curiosity is a form of obedience,
an indebtedness to the authorities. In our unofficial
curiosity we don't know who we want to be judged
by. It is the difference between knowing what we are
doing, and following our eyes.
It is through both kinds of interest that we tend to
recognise and characterise ourselves and other people.
'We get ~ooked,' the critic Aaron Schuster writes in The
Trouble with Pleasure,
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on certain things, impressions, patterns, rhythms
words that give a warped consistency to our world, th~
grain of madness that provides us with our style and
character, our secret coherence - whether this saves us
or drives us to our doom.

famous surrealist motto, 'Tell me what you are haunted
b and I will tell you who you are,' all too easily transl:res into 'Tell me what you are interested in and I will

Our attention is attracted, and we attract attention, in
very specific, idiosyncratic ways. w are not hooked by
1
anything and everything; we don't clesire everybody;
only particular people, images, things, patterns,
rhythms and words affect us. Indeed, what is striking,
as Schuster suggests, is just how selective we are and
how much we assume our coheren_:_e, ho~ ver secn~tly;
as though everything about ourselves could be connected if only we had the wherewithal. Whether or not
it is a grain of madness that provides us with our style
and character, this assembling of our sel~
rough
what we notice, through what as we say attracts our
'
'
attention - both consciously ~d~onsciously
- and
just. how surely Ji£. limi~ th~'{epertoire of what we do
notice, smacks 6{ addic~
we get hooked'); and of a
fundamental unknowingness about how we make ourselves up. As though what we call our identity which is
to do with what we notice,
· 1s
. a k'md of fixat10n
' .
an
o~session with certain ideas about ourselves. Wha: we
might call our taste ' or more simp
. Iy our preferences
becomes a type 0 ft
.
ate, or a preferred picture of our-'
se Ives (wh1ch'saves us or drives
. us to our doom'). The
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·te!l you who you are.' . .
.
.
There is an assumption m psychoanalysis, as m the
wider culture, that we are by nature interested creatures,
driven to pay attention (at least once we have learned
what it means to pay). That growing-up, ideally, means
discovering one's interests; initially our apparently innate
interest in our own survival, and our imaginative elaboration of this; and then, depending on our affluence and
our inventiveness, our following of our curiosity as far as
we are able. We may think of our attention as inspired by
need, and formed by nurture (attention as another word
for appetite). Babies and young children are, as we know,
very intent on what they want, very iptolerant of frustration, and very troubled by being bordd, by losiitg-interest
in things. So we are prone, as aclrilts, if we are lucky
enough, toJ ake-our fuJerests-for grantecl.,=r.ailieE.__than be
unduly bothereab y them. Only when they becomein
some way disturbing do we become interested in our
, 1interest ('interest' then being a word for phobia, or obses' f sion, or perversion, or addiction, or ideology, or hobby, /
or''discipline). Our so-called symptoms- narrow our
minds by forcingo ur attention; and reveal, by the same
token, just how much it is forced attention that we suffer
from (so-called sexual perversions confine our int'erest in
sex; an~ and depression over-focus our a1tention; and
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this may be part of their function). It is, though 0
.
'b h
, ne
0 f our projects to ctrcumscn e t e range and intensit of
· · as though our capacity
· 1or
r interest y
our curiosity;
Was
itself threatening, by being so potentially promiscuous,
or unbounded, or unpredictable. As though we always
have too much or too little appetite, too much or too little
danger. Our interest in anything or anyone threatens to
become excessive,ornot excessive enoiign:-- -Whit;ver or whoever it is tha?<foes interest us, like the
appetites that prompt our interest, effectively organises our
lives f~ us; Wf_f9l~
ndLor ayoid following, ·our attention. Ou_rinterests-are-whatwe_EQ_,
isten to, where
~
Psychoanalysis redescribes interest and atte ·on as
s~al desire, and takes this to be the informing fore · and
purpo s e - o ~d clea.!Jy~lit:y-canbe used, if
only by analogy, as a way ofseeing how interest and attention might work (any presumed life force, or essence, is
always an explanation of attention and interest). So when
one of the early psychoanalysts, Ernest Jones, introduced
the G~eek term 'aphinisis' (disappearance) into psychoanalysis, he was addressing one ofour fundamental terrors:
the' -~~
. no mterest,
.
e!Y_, ofh avmg
'losing the
0
capacity ~ opportunity for obtaining erotic gratification',
~oss 0 '. desire as loss oflife; a predicament, in other words,
'.n which satisfaction is impossible: in which nothing is of
interest
.. ' nothing engages us, an d we are not.drawn to anyone (tt I~ perhaps akin to the nin~eenth-century fear of the
sun gomg out). Contrasting it with what he calls 'the

artificial aphinisis of inhibition', real aphinisis is the 'total
extinction' of 'sexual capacity and enjoyment as a whole'.
pesire might feel or have been made to feel so unbearably
c0nflictual that it has to be abolished; a person is then left
Jiving in a world in which there are, to all intents and purpeses, no objects of desire. What can we do with ourselves
when, or if, nothing is of interest? And what would we
have to have done, or what would have had to happen to
us, for our interest in life to disappear?
We need to wonder, th~ .hy-We,would ever want
to accuse anyone ofbein~
n-seeking. Attentionseeking is one of the best things we do, even when we
have the worst ways of doing it. In its familiar sense, it is
a way of wanting_~thing_ without always ~ wing
what thatis. A nl it is, by the same token, a form of soci-
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abilrty;- an appeal to others to he! ~

::-!~:cc::~~t n!ing.
Whether 1t is a cover stor • ~1g1'1tforwardness
of desire, or a performance of the perplexity of demand,
we seek attention without quite understanding what the
attention is that we seek, and what it is in ourselves we
need attending to. It is out of this complexity that people
get together, to finclc5utwhat is possil5te--(sociability
dep$!1ds oii attention-seeking). Part of the apparent relief
of(acquiring·language is that it seems, occ~sionally, to
clar.!_fy the obscure exchanges we make our hves out of.
We are attention-seeking, in both senses- throughout \
our lives, and not only as children - partly, as I say,
because it ,is not always clear what we are seeking
7
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attention for, arid what we want to pay attenti' on to·
what in ourselves, and outside ourselves, needs attend~
ing to, and what we hope will be the conseque nces
of securing the attention we seek. Because attent'IOnseeking is not generally prized , it has to ·be disgu !Se
· d
as s0111~
-~lse - as art, § Y.1_.Qr ma'ln~s, or prayer,
or success
- so a lot of our so-called creativity involv es
_
us in finding acceptable ways of finding and attractin
' we_ des1re.
' Th'1s attention
· may misfire, mayg
the attenuon
not get us the lives we want, but attention-seeking is
where we start, and what we start with. What Lee
Edelman calls, with deliberate tastelessness, 'the fascist
face of the baby' is drawing our attention to our earliest
gifts and talents for getting people to notice - or rather, to
reveal - what we need; the attention we have to give
to being paid attention, and the attention we have to
give to what is worth paying attention to.
. Need requires attention, and everything relies, inittally, upon the kind of attention that meets our needs·
and then on the kind of attention we can give to ou;
needs and wants as we grow up (nee ds are constituted
.
by_the ways in which they are responded to). Everything .follows on from how an d where we pay our
attention; both the attention that is demanded of us and
the .attention
we give
· wit, hout intending
.
'
.
to without
noucing· Th e_ bringing-up
· ,
'
and educating ·of children
whatever their c It
I
'
regime f
. u ~re or c ass, initiates them into
5 0 attention· 1t tell th
•
5 em, m no uncertain terms
'

what is worthy of their attention , and how it should be
.~
~,u~•
~•-t kind of attention they should
.
b;"wanting, and how they should go a~out gett1~g
• (neither distraction nor showing off 1s taught m
It
,
l' .
schools). All religions, moralities, arts, sciences, po mes
and therapies organise and promote certain kinds of
attention; in their different ways they tell us where to
look and who to listen.!Q;J_hey tethlsWlmnrlmut ourwe should value and be valued for: what about
ourselves we should take an interest in, and what we
should take rather less interest in than we do.
And yet, of course, no one can actually predict the
consequences of the attention they pay and are paid. As
education and propaganda and advertising and sexuality
continually reveal, people's attention can be exploited
and manipulated and directed, but it can't be ultimately
controlled. We never quite know what people will make
of what they are given; .or how their minds..mJIY._ drift
while they,.arep aying attention. These essays, then, are
abr6his curious and revealing phra_se, 'paying att~ntiop'; not__quite a cost-benefit analysis, but ~o do wtth
investments and ris¼ and questions<~ur---currency
ana ex~ ang-e· rates. By-at-Eentioir;"I mean simply how
we !ind and mVolve ourselves with what interests us,
what encourages and what inhibits us in following our
curiosity, and what effect our being interested may have
on ourselves and other people. As these essays want to
suggest, it is worth noticing both what provokes our
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attention and what, like shame, inhibits it. So they are
a1so about what the philosopher Gilles Delei:tze call s our
'capacity to be affected'.
~
to-back our interests to fi nd our what the
are; and ideally our earliest environments should allo:
for and ~ncourage certain of our interests - what John
Stuart Mill called 'experjmenrs in living' - rather than
simply or solely determining what they should be (moralir ~t born of experimentation can on!~ doR
Attention and interest are always themselves experimental, even when - or perhaps particularly when - we
are unaware of the risks being taken; curiosity never
comes with a guarantee. Clearly, to prefer safety to
curiosity, or to experience them as too m1i1 ch at odds
witheacliother, is to limit the possibilme~ of ei(perience~a consistent or too certain knowing of what
one is interested in (it is always worth won~ering what
our interests are a way of not being interested in). Having been, at first and of necessity, consistently interested
in and attentive to our parents, it is always an extraordinary moment in a child's life when she begins to
realise that there are pleasures outside the family that
h
,
,
er parents words are not the only words in the world
~one of th e ways we look after our parents is by believing what th ey say). One of the child's fundamental
questions
· hea II owe d to be interested
.
.- out.
_ is·· what 1s
m
side die_tamilv?
Th
h"
f
_ :.::.,i.:__
e 1st0ry o our attention in other
words, is one of the stories of our lives.
'
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Language only ever shows you how things would look
iflanguage was used.
Miles Hollingworth, Ludwig Wiugensrein

There is, of course, a great deal of concern currently
about the effect of modern technologies on attention.
and particularly the attention spans of the young (attention spans, to some people's relief, unlike qualities of
attention, can be measured). In one of many clearly heartfelt contemporary jeremiads, the philosopher Talbot
Brewer writes in a striking recent essay, appropriately
entitled 'What Good are the Humanities?':
Our attentional environment has not equipped srudems
with the traits required for appreciative engagement
with literature or art or philosophy; the habits of
devoted attention and of pa1ience and generosity in
interpretation; the openness to finding camaraderie
and illumination from others in the more treacherous
JI

